
Jewelry Appraisal 
 

This appraisal is being issued by a trained jeweler and gemologist (G.I.A.). We subscribe to a 
strict code of ethics. Great care has been taken to provide you with complete descriptions of your 
jewelry and accurate estimated replacement values. 

 
NAME: John and Jane Smith 
ADDRESS:   1234 56th Ave. N.  
  St. Cloud, MN 56301        
    

Item:       
   

X Engagement/Wedding Ring  Lady’s Fashion Ring  Slide  Necklace   
          
           Gents Wedding Ring  Gents Ring  Bracelet  Gemstone   
          
           Anniversary Ring  Pendant  Earrings  Other   

 
  

X 18kt  14kt  10kt  Yellow Gold X White Gold  Two-Tone  Platinum  Other 
 

Description:  Ladies’ diamond ring is balance symmetrical Simon G. design with 
round brilliant diamond set in four prongs at center, accented by cushion-shaped 
halo with prong set round brilliant diamonds. Design is distinguished by one 
emerald cut diamond prong set on each shoulder, accentuated by round brilliant 
diamonds prong set around emerald cut diamonds and in a ‘V’ down each side.  
Center diamond has GIA certificate #Weight: 6.5 grams.  Registry #190-05937.   

 
Qualities:                             

 Center Semi Mtg.    
Cut RB #0 RB #0-2/EC   

Color G D-G   
Clarity SI1 VVS1-VS2   

Carat Weight 1.00 ct.  92/2-.82 TW   
 
           

Estimated Value Excluding Any Taxes:  Center diamond: $10,200.00; Semi mounting: $5,500.00; Total: 
$15,700.00 

 
The values set forth herein are an estimate of the current market price at which the appraised jewelry may 
be purchased in a retail jewelry store and do not necessarily reflect the price at which the appraised or 
similar jewelry may be purchased from this firm. Because jewelry appraisal and evaluation is not a pure 
science and is therefore subjective, estimates of replacement value may vary significantly from one 
appraisal to another and such a variance does not necessarily constitute error on the part of the appraiser.  
This appraisal should not be used as the basis for the purchase or sale of the item set forth herein, and is 
provided solely as an estimate of approximate replacement values of said items at this time and place. 
Accordingly, we assume no liability with respect to any legal action that may be taken as a result of the 
information contained in this appraisal. 

 
 

DATE:   January 1, 2014                     BY: __________________________________ 
                             Graduate Gemologist, G.I.A. 


